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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
About the IUA 8 universitiesAnother 5 technological unis and there are 2 in NI but these 8 are research intensive, enterprise engaged, public unis in the ROI.  TCD 1592,  1845 Galway.They are IUA, the voice of Irish Unis. Advocate for its members.This is Galway in the picture. 



IUA projects – boosting participation

e.g. EMASI 2018/19

Work with 

Background

Mobilitytoolkit.ie

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
AHEAD although an NGO is maybe not unlike the Support Centre Inclusive Higher Education 2022 conference highlighted the need for intra-university cooperationIdea of the workshops came from this – to bring together in intentional way the mobility, placement and access and disability offices.This formal process was hoped to move beyond the firefighting approach and address the structural issues at local and systematic level.



Workshops in 6 of the 8 universities
November 2022 to March 2023



students with disabilities socio-economic disadvantage

SUSI Student Universal Support Ireland

SISSI Student Inclusion Supplementary Support Initiative
(Erasmus top up award)

FSD Fund for Students with Disabilities (FSD) on Erasmus

Agencies, Instruments, Abbreviations

SwD = students with disabilities

Routes Funding

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I need at this stage to introduce a list of abbreviation and funding instruments to that we can navigate a bit better the next slides. Dontl expect you to retain it all – I’ll be going quickly but hopefully you recognize some equivalences in your countries and where these all fit in the picture. Maybe you will recognize the dysfunction between them all. Because as you will see there is some tension and dysfunction between these very well meaning instruments.The IUA you are familiar with. The oversee two routes to HE  - DARE  for PwD and HEAR for socio-economic supports. The HEA is the national agency e.g. the body that receives block funding and administers Erasmus grants.It has three vehicles promoting inclusion. SUSI, SISSI which is a Erasmus top up grant for those in receipt of SUSI and judged to have the most need. And FSD (which is fine but practically useless we will see).SwDs
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Data drawn mainly from Erasmus+ & HEA supports available

SwD
• Assumed to be massively underrepresented in mobility (AHEAD estimated in 20/21 that 

0.17%-2.8% of students on Erasmus had a registered disability)
• Gap between participation rate of general student population and SwD was widening

Socio-economic
• Disadvantaged were similarly assumed to be significantly underrepresented (nowhere 

near as much as students with disabilities) 
• Gap in the participation rate between the general student population and SUSI students 

seemed to have been narrowing but this positive trend seemed to have stagnated 
somewhat

Previous Data: assumptions arising

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One of the problems with addressing the inequalities was accessing data on – the evidence was always fragmented and difficult to access.
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• Data limited to EU 
• Non-EU destinations: 18%+ outbound
• Support structures often better aligned in US, UK, Canada, Australia

• Also, not every SUSI student of SwD is eligible for (or applies for) supplementary supports 
and so are not captured

Previous Data: limits

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And the last point is really telling - our support structures often in interacting with each other act AGAINST supporting students as fully as we wish.
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Other data sources sought

• Entry Route data
• Using HEAR and DARE participation

• SUSI funding data
• accurate overview of the percentage of SUSI students engaging in mobility activities than previously possible via 

Erasmus+ data

• Interesting results…

New Information for the IUA Project

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
addressing the reliability and breadth
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Socio-Economic
• % participation of HEAR and SUSI students participation broadly matches (or nears) the % 

of these students in the general population. Consequently, students from socio-
economic disadvantaged are as likely as the general population to engage in mobility.

SwD
• Working off the participation rate of DARE students, SwD are far better represented than 

previously assumed. This participation rate of DARE students rises close to the general 
student population.

New perspectives

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
On how inclusive Ireland’s mobility programmes are
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SwD
• The difference revealed when stepping outside of Erasmus data indicates the importance 

of non-Erasmus+ destinations.

Socio-Economic
• Indicators that SUSI students who are ineligible for further Erasmus+ supplementary 

support are less likely to go on mobility than those who are eligible. Therefore, despite the 
assumption that they are deemed, on a scale of things, in a better financial position they 
end up not in a position to pursue mobility. 

Other insights

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
On how inclusive Ireland’s mobility programmes areKind of squeezed middle
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Challenges 
and Solutions

1. Problems with overseas partners

2. Gaps and antagonisms in national funding

3. Institutional Roadblocks

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So all of this is challenges prior assumptions and we perhaps see participation in a more positive light. In terms of numbers on the ground and the visability of SwD participating I have to say it still does feel like we are anywhere but “there”.We certainly are acting more proactively to bring students in from less traditional routes. And perhaps we are seeing more fruit reflected in this data.But disability rights and access are just about equality. And despite the new lens on statistics there are still clearly barriers to participation. Ironically, and fate loves irony, the biggest ones are sometimes in the structures we set up to break down the barriers. So of course, the project also looked at this in terms of challenges and solutions. I am going to take you through those identified before I finish off. So just a few more slides.
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Other recognised specialisms
Problems with Overseas Partner Institutions
Challenges Suggested Solutions
Lack of Information about the 
support services available at 
partner universities

Mobility teams to investigate developing enhanced twinning activities to increase the 
avenues for students to engage with partners. 

Mobility teams to engage Erasmus Student Network sections to facilitate peer-to-peer 
meetings at the application and planning stages.

IUA to examine the possibility of a shared partner spreadsheet, to focus specifically on how 
suitable institutions are for students with disabilities.

IUA to engage national European Universities Alliances forum on what has been done about 
this in the EUI space.

Lack of Coordination around 
incoming students with 
additional needs

Mobility Teams to re-engage partners on the importance of engaging early with the 
Access/Disability Office.

IUA to ask HEA to engage European Commission regarding what is being done to address 
this. 
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Gaps in National and European Funding
Challenges Suggested Solutions
Problems with the Fund for 
Student with Disabilities

IUA to ask lobby  HEA regarding the need for better established funding structures for 
mobility students

Aptness of Erasmus+ supports for 
inclusive mobility IUA to engage HEA regarding restructuring SISSI and the supplementary support fund 

for students with disabilities

Challenges with Grant Portability
IUA to engage Dept of Social Protection regarding the habitual residence requirement 
and the back to education allowance. 

Mismatch of available funding 
versus appropriate learner 
environments

Examine the possibility of reserving funding and spots at certain partners for inclusive 
mobility cohorts.

IUA to flag the importance of the new non-EU funding to inclusive mobility as part of 
the funding document to go to HEA.
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Other recognised specialisms
Institutional Roadblocks
Challenges Suggested Solutions
Lack of a joint-up institutional 
approach Mobility and Access Teams to enhance bilateral collaboration and meetings.

Institutions to clarify who has ownership of which parts of the inclusive mobility agenda. 

Difficulty in accessing data on 
inclusive mobility cohorts IUA to circulate results of outward mobility data project.

Mobility and Access Teams to investigate enhancing data sharing procedures.

Members to investigate developing qualitative surveys around push/pull factors for both 
mobility students and non-mobility students.

Difficulty of in working around 
application deadlines International and Access offices to examine the possibility of hosting promotional 

sessions earlier for certain cohorts, to allow them more time to consider and apply.
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jb.terrins@universityofgalway.ie

mailto:jb.terrins@universityofgalway.ie
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Some…
Case related liaison with mobility office and access/disability office
TCD incl mobility policy with intl strat
Promotional campaign on occasion
Data cooperation for reports
Bespoke short term mobilities arising from bespoke project.

Existing Intra-University Cooperation
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